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Success Story - Unify

identified as the best solution for the. Football Club. â€œWith the ... ensures that his mobile can be reached via his office number. Unified Communications also. 
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Success Story OpenScape UC brings BVB to the forefront of communications.



Record ticket sales and a fast-growing merchandise business had stretched communications BVB, a leading German football club, to the limit. The answer was to modernize its infrastructure and deploy Unified Communications from Unify. Task • Transition to a modern, flexible and open communication infrastructure. • Efficient integration of external locations. • Introduction of Unified Communications across the whole company for greater mobility and employee flexibility and productivity. • Conversion from 3 to 4 digit dialing plan. The conversion would have to be a flash cutover with the 3 digit numbers remaining available up to a pre-set date. • Optimization of access to ticketing and merchandising, especially during peak times. • High availability and reliability of the communications solution. • Rapid response and rectification of faults through Managed Services.



Solution • Replacement of the existing communications solution with OpenScape Voice. • Integration of external locations (HiPath 3000). • Introduction of Unified Communications based on OpenScape UC Application and OpenScape Web Collaboration. • Establishment of UC enabled operators via OpenScape Concierge. • Use of OpenScape Contact Center for ticketing and merchandising. • User and location administration using OpenScape Accounting Management. • Enterasys VoIP-LAN. • Virtualization of Voice, UC and Contact Center applications using VMware technology. • Operational Support through Managed Services for the main servers and applications.



Benefits • Greater mobility, productivity and availability through Unified Communications. • Productive inter-site collaboration, through integration of external locations. • Increased flexibility in further developing the communications infrastructure. • Efficient collaboration within the company, as well as with partners and sponsors. • Shorter response times for ticketing and merchandising requests, especially during peak times. • Failure-proof and future-proof communications infrastructure from the UC market leader. • Managed Services reduces costs and guarantees high availability of the solution.



Initiation for Unified Communications Ballspielverein Borussia 09 Dortmund e.V., or Borussia Dortmund for short, is one of the most successful and popular football clubs in Germany. With an average attendance of 80,520, BVB was Europe’s number one club for spectator figures in the 2012/2013 season, followed by Manchester United with an average 75,584 spectators. The growing success and expansion of the club meant that the previous communications solution had reached its capacity; and an upgrade to a more modern Unified Communications (UC) solution was not possible with their old telephony infrastructure. The head of IT at BVB defined a comprehensive list of requirements for the new IP-based communications infrastructure. The Company wanted UC to be introduced across the organization. Flexibility and openness of the solution to integrate with other applications were just as important as the efficient integration of external locations with the main site. Ticketing and merchandising accessibility needed to be optimized, especially during peak-times. Equally high requirements were set for: availability of the solution; and the speed of the response time in the event of any system failure.



The requirements were discussed with the experts at Unify, and after evaluation it was decided that OpenScape Enterprise suite of applications with its central component OpenScape Voice being identified as the best solution for the Football Club. “With the increasing success of the club and the expansion of merchandising and hospitality, as well as the integration of the training center and the football academy with head-office, we had to adjust our communications to suit. Early Starters As early starters at the gates, Borussia Dortmund scored 17 times in the season 2012/2013 in the opening quarter of an hour – more than twice as often as any other team. Similarly Unify worked extremely fast, and installed the new OpenScape solution in four months (instead of the originally estimated six months). During this short time, the project was planned and implemented in detail, working closely with the IT department at BVB, allowing Unify to surpass BVB’s expectations.



Particularly critical was the chosen time frame for the “go live” of the solution at Borussia Dortmund. The change in communications infrastructure was completed over the weekend of 10th/11th November 2012 – shortly before the start of ticket sales for the Champions League home game against Manchester City. The ECcash systems for cashless ticket payments also benefit from the new communications network. After closing time on Friday, all of the pre-configured gateways for the new infrastructure were put into operation and tested intensively. Then on the Monday, the tickets for the important Champions League match could go on sale as planned, with the fans being able to pay for their tickets using cards as usual. A seamless transition. Since November 2012, approximately 360 employees across four BVB locations have been using the new OpenScape communications solution. “Every IT project has hurdles, which we must overcome. In Unify, we have found a reliable partner and team-player to minimize such risks”. Michael Berkenkopf, Head of IT Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA.



“With OpenScape Voice and the extensive OpenScape Unified Communications solutions, we have achieved more efficient inter-site collaboration, as well as cost reductions.” Michael Berkenkopf, Head of IT, Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA
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Strengthen Team Performance In professional football, you think primarily of the team on the pitch. However this is just the tip of the organizational iceberg. Like any successful business, Borussia Dortmund is structured by organizational units, such as: management, IT, administration, sales, merchandising – to name just a few. The Club identified Unified Communications as an important opportunity to optimize teamwork within and across the departments and divisions covering all locations of BVB. Those employees already using UC are thrilled. They ‘live’ UC and can control their own availability. Important calls reach the right person without delay. And when that person is on the move, our one number service ensures that his mobile can be reached via his office number. Unified Communications also simplifies the call exchange center. For the UC enabled operators, OpenScape Concierge shows whether, and on which medium, the desired person is available. Forwarding callers to the contact is therefore accelerated. Audio and web conferences can be convened quickly and easily using OpenScape UC Application and Web Collaboration. External services previously used for audio conferences can be eliminated. This not only lowers the communications costs but also facilitates and simplifies virtual team collaboration. Important information can be exchanged without delay – both among employees, as well as with external partners and sponsors. Another important advantage of the new OpenScape solution is the improved accessibility of ticketing



and merchandising. OpenScape Contact Center ensures that all calls reach their destination, even during peak-times – maximizing sales potential with fans and followers. In-keeping with the spirit of BVB, according to a 2012 football study by the Technical University of Braunschweig, BVB boasts the strongest football club brand in Germany. Operating Costs Down, Profitability Up The new communications infrastructure also means a great performance boost in economic terms for BVB. A private VoIP-LAN based on Enterasys components guarantees the required high reliability and excellent VoIP quality. Should a fault occur, Managed Services guarantee a rapid response and repair by a qualified Unify technician either remotely or onsite. The open and flexible OpenScape solution also has the capacity for future expansion, such as coupling with the CRM, ERP systems, Microsoft Dynamics and Directory services.



Since the applications of the OpenScape solution are certified for virtual servers, a virtual environment has been created with VMware. This has meant that the number of hardware components could be reduced accordingly. This allowed, in administration alone, to halve the number of required server racks for telecommunications and to lower the electricity usage accordingly.



“The new communications infrastructure, which we have introduced with OpenScape, is also a great success economically. In the operational costs alone, we have achieved a saving of 20%” Michael Berkenkopf, Head of IT Borussia Dortmund GmbH & Co. KGaA.
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About Unify Unify is one of the world’s leading communications software and services firms, providing integrated communications solutions for approximately 75 percent of the Fortune Global 500. Our solutions unify multiple networks, devices and applications into one easy-to-use platform that allows teams to engage in rich and meaningful conversations. The result is a transformation of how the enterprise communicates and collaborates that amplifies collective effort, energizes the business, and enhances business performance. Unify has a strong heritage of product reliability, innovation, open standards and security.



unify.com



Copyright © Unify Software and Solutions GmbH & Co. KG, 2016 Mies-van-der-Rohe-Strasse 6, 80807 Munich, Germany All rights reserved.



The information provided in this document contains merely general descriptions or characteristics of performance which in case of actual use do not always apply as described or which may change as a result of further development of the products. An obligation to provide the respective characteristics shall only exist if expressly agreed in the terms of contract. Availability and technical specifications are subject to change without notice. Unify, OpenScape, OpenStage and HiPath are registered trademarks of Unify Software and Solutions GmbH & Co. KG. All other company, brand, product and service names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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Success Story - Unify 

whole company for greater mobility and employee flexibility and productivity. â€¢ Conversion from 3 to 4 digit dialing plan. The conversion would have to be a flash.
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eine success-story. - AWS 

Beratungsprodukten und werden bereits interna- tional eingesetzt (Deutschland, Schweden etc.). Dank der Eturnity-Plattform konnte BKW den. Zeitaufwand fÃ¼r die Erstellung von Angeboten drastisch reduzieren. So bleibt mehr Raum fÃ¼r eine individuelle 
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Success Story DE.indd - LexisNexis 

Magazin, Mitteldeutsche Zeitung,. Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Stuttgarter. Zeitung, Süddeutsche Zeitung,. Tagesspiegel, Wirtschaftswoche. Unternehmens-, Markt-.
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Success Story DE.indd - LexisNexis 

M&A Database, SKRIN Company. Profiles, The Major Companies .... Ein letzter Grund, der fÃ¼r LexisNexis spricht: Die Beratung hÃ¶rt nicht nach Vertragsschluss ...
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success story: exchange of 

18.10.2017 - account entries. As specified by gif, this data is provided as a zgif container (zipped XML files) simultaneously to all other recipients and imported into the following destination systems: â€¢ BisonXP (supplied by control.IT) and SAP (
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Success Story tolltickets 

tolltickets hat sich bereits bei der Unternehmensgründung dafür entschieden ... abwicklung? Die Beratung und Abwicklung war sehr professionell, technisch.
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Success Story - ams.Solution AG 

orientiert sich die Prozesslogik der meisten Systeme an der. Flexibles Projektmanagement im kundenspezifischen Anlagenbau. KNIELE Mischtechnik vernetzt ...
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customer success/success story hama french 
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success story packimpex - Informatec 

Intelligence-LÃ¶sung erhÃ¶hen. EingefÃ¼hrt werden sollte ein unternehmensweites. Ma- nagementreportingsystem, mit dem alle Themen rund um den Kunden auf Basis tages- aktueller Daten aus sÃ¤mtli- chen Quellsystemen abgebil- det werden kÃ¶nnen. Mehr Tr
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customer success/success story takeda backup en 
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Success Story Windfinder.com - it-agile 

zwischen den Modulen zu organisieren. FÃ¼r die Java-Script-Programmierung wurde das sogenannte functional pattern (nach Douglas Crockford) verwendet.
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customer success/veeam silanes success story br es 
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customer success/veeam coliposte success story backup fr 
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customer success/veeam ayto boecillo success story essentials es 
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customer success/veeam Computacion Interactiva propartner success story es 
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customer success/veeam ferrocarrils success story backup es 
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customer success/veeam cordeel success story vbms fr 
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customer success/veeam Computación Interactiva propartner success story es 
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customer success/veeam belros grupotec success story essentials es 
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presse/Little Lunch PR success story 
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customer success/veeam udc success story backup es 
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customer success/veeam uds success story backup es 
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customer success/veeam pineda de mar success story backup es 
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Success Story: Komptech GmbH Weltweit fÃ¼hrende Umwelttechnik 

Datenbasis im Bereich Vertrieb, Marketing und Service zu schaffen. Gefordert wurden optimierte. Schnittstellen zwischen den einzelnen Abteilungen, sowie eine ...
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